MACMILLAN CHILDREN’S BOOKS

Highlights

The Teeny Weeny Genie
Julia Donaldson, Anna Currey
A magical story of wish-fulfilment and an increasingly noisy farmyard
A brilliantly entertaining 'be-careful-what-you-wish-for' tale that's full of farmyard
fun - from the bestselling Julia Donaldson and illustrated by Anna Currey in her
charming, classic style.
Old Macdonald is cleaning out his farmhouse kitchen when he comes across a dusty old
teapot. And no one could be more surprised when a wish-granting genie pops out of the
spout. Old Macdonald wishes for a wife, who wishes for a baby. A baby who wishes for a
dog, who wishes for a cat, who wishes for some mice! It doesn't take long before the
farmyard starts getting very busy, and VERY noisy! Will the genie ever get a break from
granting wishes, and find some peace? If only there was someone who could grant him a
wish . . .
The Teeny Weeny Genie is a magical picture book adventure packed with lots of favourite
farmyard animals from Julia Donaldson and Anna Currey, creators of Rosie's Hat and One
Ted Falls Out of Bed.
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ISBN: 9781509843602
Format: Hardback
Genre: Fiction
Extent: 32

3+

The Lost City
Series: Omte Origins
Amanda Hocking
Ulla Tulin is desperate to find her real parents and unlock her half-blood heritage. But her journey will be
far more perilous than she could have imagined – and far more rewarding than she could have dreamed.
Amanda Hocking returns to her much-loved Trylle universe with this final trilogy.
Can she unlock the secrets of her past? Ulla Tulin was abandoned in an isolated Kanin town as a baby.
Taken in by strangers and raised hidden away like many half-blood trolls, she has never stopped searching
for her parents, or wondering about them. When Ulla hears of a project to help half-blood trolls, in the
beautiful city of Merellä, she seizes the chance to discover her true heritage. She enlists the help of Pan
Soriano, who is both handsome and resourceful – a half-human with telekinesis powers. And she must also
contend with Eliana, a mysterious girl who claims she’s being pursued. Though Ulla suspects there’s rather
more to the story. Ulla and Pan work to unravel the truth about themselves and Eliana. But in the process,
they realize that someone – or something – is determined to stop them. And they face a force that will do
anything to keep certain secrets. The Lost City by Amanda Hocking is the terrific first book in the Omte
Origins trilogy.
'Her character-driven books, which feature trolls, hobgoblins and fairy-tale elements and keep the pages
turning, have generated an excitement not felt in the industry since Stephanie Meyer or perhaps even J.
K. Rowling' - New York Times on the Trylle trilogy
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ISBN: 9781509807680
Format: Paperback
Genre: Fiction
Extent: 384

Busy Kangaroo
Campbell Books
A first novelty board book about a busy kangaroo and other Australian
animals with push, pull and turning mechanisms.
Have fun exploring Australia with Busy Kangaroo. Push, pull and slide the tabs to
bring Kangaroo's adventure to life. Say hello to a smiling quokka, discover the
wombats' underground burrow...and watch out for the crocodile!
Children will love playing with this bright and colourful board book with gentle
rhyming text and wonderful illustrations by Carlo Beranek, which is part of the
popular Busy Book series.
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ISBN: 9781529017700
Format: Board Book
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 10
Ages 0 - 5

Axel Scheffler Freddy the Frog
A push, pull, slide book
Axel Scheffler
A first novelty board book for young children about noisy frog Freddy,
with push, pull, slide and turning mechanisms.
Little ones can join in the fun with Freddy the Frog by pulling out the sliders,
pushing up the tabs and making lots of noise down at the pond!
Follow Freddy as he squelches in slime, races his friends and croaks all the day
long!
Children will love playing with this bright and colourful board book with gentle
rhyming text, from the award-winning illustrator of The Gruffalo, Axel Scheffler.
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ISBN: 9781529023329
Format: Board Book
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 10
Ages 0 - 5

There are 101 Dinosaurs in This Book
Campbell Books, Chorkung
A novelty board book with flip-flap pages for pre-schoolers packed with
dinosaurs and early learning activities
• With five beautifully illustrated scenes from Chorkung plus added early
learning activities, there is plenty to do and talk about
• Split pages for matching pictures to scenes
• Ties in with current trend for STEM learning
• Chorkung's illustration builds on her previous titles for Campbell, while
retaining preschool charm
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ISBN: 9781529025262
Format: Board Book
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 10
Ages 0 - 5

My Magical Sea Unicorn Sparkly Sticker Book &
My Magical Dragon Sparkly Sticker Book

Two first sticker book all about sea unicorns and
dragons!
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ISBN: 9781529025460
Format: Trade Paperback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 24
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A trend-led sticker activity book, with over 400
stickers – including a page of shiny stickers for an
extra dash of magic!

•

With over 400 stickers

•

Simple activities, perfect for keeping children 3–6
busy

ISBN: 9781529025484
Format: Trade Paperback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 24
Ages 0 - 5

Fiction

Pan Macmillan

Enid Blyton’s Adventure Series with Fun Cover Look

Enid Blyton's books have been among the world's bestsellers since the 1930s. They are still incredibly popular and have been translated into 90
languages.
This gorgeous edition of Enid Blyton's classic adventure features a bright, bold, summery cover from Rebecca Cobb - collect all eight books in the
Adventure series with this fun cover look!

Are You There, God? It's Me, Margaret
Judy Blume

Reissue

The classic teen novel from bestselling and iconic author Judy Blume, now
celebrating it's 50th anniversary.
Meet Margaret. She's going through all the same things most teenage girls
have to face; fitting in, friendship and first bras.
Life isn't easy for Margaret. She's moved away from her childhood home, she's
starting a new school, finding new friends - and she's convinced she's not normal. For
a start she hasn't got a clue whether she wants to be Jewish like her father or
Christian like her mother. Everyone else seems really sure of who they are. And, worst
of all, she's a 'late developer'. She just knows that all her friends are going to need a
bra before she does. It's too embarrassing to talk to her parents about these things.
So she talks to God instead - and waits for an answer . . .
This is a 50th anniversary of Judy Blume's bestselling classic teen novel, Are You
There, God? It's Me, Margaret featuring a fresh, contemporary cover look and a
letter from the author.
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ISBN: 9781529043068
Format: Paperback
Genre: Fiction
Extent: 176
Ages 12+

Indent

Basher STEM Junior: Engineering
Jonathan O'Callaghan, Simon Basher
Explore the core subject of engineering in this engaging book from the world of STEM
Meet STEM Junior, a little character with some big ideas and a bunch of supersmart
engineering friends. Have you ever wondered how a bridge stays up, or how your texts get
from one end of town to the other, or how your raincoat keeps you dry? Well, you're in the
right place. Basher's STEM Junior: Engineering is packed with 40 vibrant personalities who are
just itching to spill the beans. Let them tell you all about themselves and you'll be a top
engineer yourself in no time.
And that's not all: "Top Engineer" boxes bring characters from the history of technology to
life; "Great Inventions" panels reveal some of the world's greatest engineering
breakthroughs; "Applying Science" boxes explain key practical uses; and "Say What?" boxes
put key vocabulary right where you need it.
With over 100 of Simon Basher's unique illustrations, Basher's Stem Junior: Engineering will
help give 7- to 9-year olds a solid foundation in the key topics that make up the core STEM
subject of engineering.
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ISBN: 9780753445143
Format: Paperback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 96

Basher STEM Junior: Science
Jonathan O'Callaghan, Simon Basher
Explore the core subject of science in this engaging book from the world of STEM
Meet STEM Junior, a little character with some big ideas and a bunch of super science
buddies. Can you spot the difference between a reptile and an amphibian? What do you
know about your vital body systems? Have you ever wondered how the universe works? Take
a look inside Basher's STEM Junior: Science, and you'll find 40 vibrant personalities who are
just itching to fill you in. Get your lab coat on and let them tell you all about themselves.
And that's not all: "Smart Scientist” boxes bring characters from the world of scienceto life;
“Smart Scientist” boxes bring characters from the world of scienceto life"Applying Science"
boxes explain key practical uses; "Do it Yourself" boxes let you try out the maths yourself; and
"Say What?" boxes put key vocabulary right where you need it.

With over 100 of Simon Basher's unique illustrations, Basher's Stem Junior: Science will help
give 7- to 9-year olds a solid foundation in the key topics that make up the core STEM subject
of science.
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ISBN: 9780753445129
Format: Paperback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 96

Basher STEM Junior: Maths
Jonathan O'Callaghan, Simon Basher
Explore the core subject of maths in this engaging book from the world of STEM
Come and join STEM Junior, a little character with some big ideas and a bunch of zany pals. If
you think the world of maths is just about numbers, think again. It's an incredible place
packed with symbols, shapes, graphs and so much more. In Basher's STEM Junior: Maths,
you'll meet 40 vibrant personalities who are just itching to tell you more. Listen to what they
have to say and you will be a maths legend yourself in no time!
And that's not all: "Maths Legend" boxes bring characters from the history of maths to life;
"Applying Science" boxes explain key practical uses; "Do it Yourself" boxes let you try out the
maths yourself; and "Say What?" boxes put key vocabulary right where you need it.
With over 100 of Simon Basher's unique illustrations, Basher's Stem Junior: Maths will help
give 7- to 9-year olds a solid foundation in the key topics that make up the core STEM subject
of mathematics.
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ISBN: 9780753445136
Format: Paperback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 96

Basher STEM Junior: Technology
Jonathan O'Callaghan, Simon Basher
Explore the core subject of technology in this engaging book from the world of STEM
Introducing STEM Junior, a little character with some big ideas and a bunch of tech-wizard
pals. If you think technology is all about the future, you're right. But it's all about the past,
too. Almost everything around you exists because of some amazing techno breakthrough:
your computer, the microwave oven, the fridge; lasers, rockets and robots. In Basher's STEM
Junior: Technology, you'll meet 40 vibrant personalities who are just itching to tell you more.
Listen to their stories and you will be a tech legend yourself in no time.

And that's not all: “Tech Legend” boxes bring characters from the history of technology to life;
“Applying Science” boxes explain key practical uses; “Fast Forward” boxes take a peek at
future technology; and “Say What?” boxes put key vocabulary right where you need it.
With over 100 of Simon Basher's unique illustrations, Basher's Stem Junior: Technology will
help give 7- to 9-year olds a solid foundation in the key topics that make up the core STEM
subject of technology.
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ISBN: 9780753445136
Format: Paperback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 96

Picture Books

I’m Actually Grown-Up Now
Maisie Paradise Shearring
A funny, heart-warming picture book about independence, self-esteem and knowing
when to stop being grown-up!
Perfect for fans of Shirley Hughes, I'm Actually Really Grown-Up now is a warm and funny
story from the creator of Anna and Otis.
"Inclusive illustrations are bright, busy and drawn with charming naivety"
Praise for Anna and Otis – The Sunday Times
The grown-ups are having a party, and Meena would really love to join in but instead she's
sent to bed. Only grown-ups get to stay up late. So the next day she makes a very important
announcement to her parents: "I'm actually really grown-up now!"
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ISBN: 9780753446010
Format: Paperback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 32

Where's Teddy?
Rod Campbell, Rod Campbell
A search-and-find, lift-the-flap book from the creator of the bestselling
preschool classic, Dear Zoo.
Join in the fun with Where's Teddy? and help find Teddy on every page in
this fun lift-the-flap book from the bestselling creator of preschool
classic, Dear Zoo.
Buster and Teddy go everywhere together. Buster is busy helping out around the
house, from baking in the kitchen to helping with the gardening, but where is
Teddy hiding?
This search-and-find story from the creator of Dear Zoo is sure to delight young
children, with a satisfying lift-the-flap ending and a teddy to spot in every scene.
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ISBN: 9781529012019
Format: Board Book
Genre: Fiction
Extent: 16

